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Protecting Your
Investment 

Since the initial international security meeting at Boston’s 
Massport in 1970, it started the global process of working 
together to address terrorism and serious transnational 
crime, employing detection and disruption methods 
and tactics while providing a reassuring presence for the 
public. Together, we reaccess our vulnerabilities to address 
effective resilience. That mission is never-ending.

COVID interrupted many of our efforts to collaborate 
effectively, but we move forward again to embrace 
today’s threats, from operational to crisis challenges. We 
encourage your authority to review our cumulative efforts 
and share in the success of international collaboration.

Together, we are a Global Force.

Jay Grant IPM
Secretary General
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INTERPORTPOLICE | Preventative Security Collaboration 

With over 50 years of international 

engagement, member police 

authorities, the security community, 

and the industry we support 

collaborate to enhance the safety 

and security of our communities. The 

outcome has resulted in delivering 

the highest levels of preventative 

security supported programmes, and 

through appropriate technologies, 

to meet today’s threat challenges. 

This creates a safer and more 

secure environment for the public 

by enhancing the resilience of 

the transportation and critical 

infrastructure systems. 
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INTERPORTPOLICE was established in 1969 

as a specialised security organization by and 

for the support of port police authorities 

globally.  Our mission is to intergate efforts at an 

intergovernmental level to address the challenges 

of transnational crime and counterterrorism, by 

protecting our transport systems, our critical 

infrastructure, and the supply chains to help 

protect the world’s transportation systems and port 

communities. Protective and Preventive policing 

and security is that aspect of law enforcement that 

provides a deterrent to crime and terrorism and is 

a defining characteristic of modern policing and 

security.

We are committed to effective global protective 

security by working with our authorities and key 

partners.  

Together, we are a Global Force!

About the
INTERPORTPOLICE

INTERPORTPOLICE.org
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INTERPORTPOLICE ‘s Role

Our objective is to make 

transportation systems and the 

associated critical infrastructure 

safe and secure by supporting the 

command leadership. The safety 

and security of the public are of 

paramount importance. 

Over the years, the intensity of 

international crime affecting airports 

and seaports has escalated where 

criminals fear no barriers to the 

commission of crime.  

INTERPORTPOLICE plays a vital  role 

in international law enforcement 

and security by working with global 

forces to address the protection 

of aviation, maritime, and border 

systems.

We achieved this through:

• Recommendations for mitigation 
practices based on lessons learned 
from past events coupled with 
comprehensive understanding of 
threat scenarios. History has shown 
that past incidents and lessons 
learned have not always been 
implemented and so fail to create 
future preparedness

• Developing positive security 
culture, an essential component 
of a protective security regime 
and contributes to the mitigation 
against a range of threats that 
could cause physical, reputational, 
or financial damage to authority 
organisations.

• Programmes that focus on the 
core requirements of providing 
prevention, protection, and 
preparedness awareness that is 
both practical and operationally 
usable, by using methods and 
processes based on experience 
from day-to-day operations and 
from emergencies and crises.

SeeSayAct.com, learn more

http://seesayact.com
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Enhancing the security mindset of 
the workforce is a highly effective 
process  for  an authority  to  focus  on.  
Simply reacting to security incidents 
will always lead to vulnerability and 
complacency.  Taking a proactive 
approach to threat mitigation through 
enhanced security awareness by 
identifying and addressing potential 
risks has proven effective.  

Changing the Mindset

INTERPORTPOLICE.org

Implementing layered security to protect an 
organization using multiple processes and 
procedures creates a defense in depth for 
organisations and enhances security resilience.  

The Community Security Best Practice (CSBP), 
encompasesses best practices, lesson learned 
and Port Security Management System (PSeMS), 
providing insight and guidance on security issues 
and top down requirements; integrated together 
to provide beneficial layered security provisions.  
Available in English & Spanish, the Practice Guide 
is combined with a diagnostic self GAP assessment 
audit to enhances the ability of the security 
community and police to identify risks  and 
provides proportionate mitigation. 

Practice Guide is 
avaiible to all member 

authorities.

Virtual assistance, 
training,  and onsite 

evaluations are available.
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INTERPORTPOLICE ‘s Work

Over the years, 
the intensity of  
international crime 
affecting local and 
regional authorities    
has escalated.  

Our work environment has 
changed over the years.  
Once, an annual meeting 
was sufficient.  After the 
9/11 incident in New York 
City, periodic meetings 
were increased.  We are 
now moving forward 
to adapt to realtime 
requirements.

Our efforts assist in 
building a positive 
organisational security 
culture to address today’s  
threat environment.  

These practices have 
succeeded in supporting 
an approach that 
addresses everyday 
operational and crisis 
threats. 

We recognise the need for 
senior level responsibility 
and accountability to drive 
the initiatives throughout 
the authority and its  
jurisdictions. 

With the guidence of our 
authorities and partners 
we strive to deliver 
beneficial progammes that 
provide real-world results  
addressing collaborative 
security, communications, 
training, cyber, and 
artificial intelligence  
solutions.
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Efforts span various areas, 
engaging with organizations 
within our focus sectors and 
providing expertise and solutions 
that benefit the jurisdictions 
in prevention, protection and 

(CS
Working together to keep us safe

INTERPORTPOLICE | Preventative Security Collaboration

Relationships and Partnerships

We hold consultative status with 
the UN’s International Maritime 
Organization (IMO), and work 
closely with them and their 
member Nations on measures 
that include international law 
development, and programmes 
and projects providing guidance 
and recommended practices for the 
protection of shipping and port and 
terminal facilities.

Paramaribo, Suriname, in 2022 
we work with the Caribbean 
Community (CARICOM) 
Implementation Agency for Crime 
and Security (IMPACS), and the UN’s 
Office of Drugs  and Crime UNODC, 
developing a regional strategy for 
maritime security and maritime law 
enforcement.

Over a three-year period, (2018 
- 2020) we participated in an 
EU grant-funded programme 
supporting the SAURON Project 
in multiple EU port scenarios.  The 
project addressed the prevention, 
detection, response, and mitigation 
of combined physical and cyber 
threats to critical infrastructure.

In collaboration with the Morrone 
9/11 Center, we support the 
SeeSayAct.com  project.  The See 

Say Act project is a community based 
security awareness programme 
using  the Community Security Bbest 
Practice Guidance and PSeMS security 
managment system practises for the 
protection of seaports and airports.

We serve as vice-chair of NATO’s 
Combined Joint Operation from the 
Sea (CJOS) Centre  of Excellence; 
Information Sharing Workgroup 
focusing on maritime security  
technology.

With proven procedures for 
incident after-action reviews and 
their subsequent analysis we have 
supported over twenty-five police 
authorities, security agencies, and 
national governments.  This body 
of evidence has contributed to the 
Community Security Best Practice  
Guidance.  This guidance is designed 
to support security protection 
for mass people environments, 
transportation systems and critical 
infrastructure.

Current efforts include identifing 
practical cyber security risk practices, 
from awareness, denial mitigation, 
essential community preparedness, 
and collaborative authority 
information sharing to protect the 
security commuity.

The INTERPORTPOLICE structure is built upon collaboration 
with our police and public safety authorities.  We encourage 
partnering relationships with the security sector, academia, 
and leading industry solutions.

INTERPORTPOLICE.org
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The Assembly  governs the 
INTERPORTPOLICE and is managed 
by the Board of Govenors.  The 
Secretary General serves as the 
Chief Executive. The Executive Team 
is experienced in policing, security 
services, critical infrastructure 
protection, risk mitigation, training, 
and diplomatic and public affairs.  
Together, they  bring a multitude of 
experience coupled with first-hand 

INTERPORTPOLICE’s
Governance

INTERPORTPOLICE.org

Together, we are a Global Force!



Find out more about 
INTERPORTPOLICE

Visit our website for further information and contact details. Learn more 
about how your authority can become part of the global team, working 
together to protect public safety and critical infrastructure.  

As a Global Force;  Membership of INTERPORTPOLICE offers:

• Representation at regulation and policy development fora of United Nations and other 

international organizations;

•  Opportunities to participate in INTERPORTPOLICE delegations to United Nations and 

other international organizations;

• Opportunities to contribute to the development of guidance and best practices for the 

transport security and law enforcement sectors, including through lessons learned;

• Opportunities for staff to access, deliver, receive and develop high quality training 

courses and material;

• Access to guidance and best practices developed by other INTERPORTPOLICE member 

organizations;

• Support to members’ interests when promoting national inter-agency cooperation;

• Opportunities to participate in impartial security assessment and audits of members’ 

security and law enforcement systems;

• Participation in a global recognition and awards programme for individuals and 

organizations; and

• Access to a robust communication and networking systems connecting authority 

organizations and their senior command staff.

INTERPORTPOLICE.org

Admissions Information

IPPAB 1023A4 ENUK2

http://interportpolice.org
http://INTERPORTPOLICE.org
http://interportpolice.org
http://interportpolice.org/admissions

